RightFind Suite

Robust software solutions to fuel scientific research and simplify copyright, anytime, anywhere
Content is at the heart of innovation

But getting to the right content is often a challenge.

The more time your employees spend looking for the content they need, the less time they have to analyze and solve problems, make key decisions and bring products and services to market. Streamlining the research process and understanding how published information is used and shared in your organization can help you:

- Save time and money
- Realize gains in employee productivity and innovation
- Minimize copyright infringement risk
- Get the most value from company subscriptions

Introducing RightFind Suite

Flexible software solutions that enable R&D intensive corporations to search, discover, access, read, share, organize, and analyze content so you can generate the data-driven insights that will give you a competitive edge.
RightFind Suite
Robust software solutions to fuel scientific research and simplify copyright, anytime, anywhere

RightFind Enterprise
The fastest way to access, manage, and collaborate on scientific literature
Provides access to the most comprehensive collection of scientific, technical and medical content, incorporating document delivery, company subscriptions, personal libraries and shared libraries. Flexible workflow configurations meet your unique information needs.

RightFind Navigate
Personalized search across multiple sources of data and information for highly relevant discovery
A contextualized search experience finds relevant content for each knowledge worker at the right time and consistently meet their information needs. Leverage semantic ontologies to get relevant documents with an intuitive and comprehensive search.

RightFind Cite It
Simplified reference management software that easily formats citations with relevant styles
With features built for corporate teams, RightFind Cite It makes reference management easier. Choose from over 9,300 citation styles- or create a custom style- and RightFind Cite It will automatically handle formatting, letting you focus on your work. Teams share a common library of references and can assign custom metadata when needed.

RightFind XML
Powering AI discovery with scientific articles
A single point of access to full-text journal article content in normalized XML format across a wide range of leading STM publishers makes it easier to enrich AI, machine learning and data visualization projects with insights that can only be found in the full text of scientific articles. Reduce infringement risk by incorporating copyright compliance into your knowledge extraction workflows.

RightFind Business Intelligence
Analytics to support data-driven content investments
RightFind® Business Intelligence gives you visibility into your total content spend and enables you to make data-driven decisions to optimize and justify your company’s content investments.
## CCC products and services that complement RightFind Suite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copyright licenses</strong></td>
<td>Enterprise-wide, content licensing solutions offering millions of rights from thousands of publishers. Demonstrate your organization’s respect for intellectual property and commitment to corporate social responsibility. CCC’s Annual Copyright License and Multinational Copyright License provide a consistent set of reuse rights across publishers to enable your team to efficiently collaborate, including a harmonized set of rights for the internal-only use of lawfully required content with AI systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deep search solutions</strong></td>
<td>All the market intelligence you need, without the noise. CCC’s deep search solutions offer automated capabilities that gather, enrich and deliver targeted intelligence from online sources. Gain a sharp competitive edge with highly relevant intelligence from information sources you specify.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CCC Expert View</strong></td>
<td>A knowledge graph that enables exploration of expert networks. Identify qualified experts in a domain of research with a knowledge graph that uses a learning architecture to reliably disambiguate author and institution data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managed Knowledge Services</strong></td>
<td>Skilled in-house information professionals matched to your company’s unique needs and culture. Add key information services without the additional headcount, and save valuable time and resources by leaving the recruitment, hiring, and administrative management of information professionals to a trusted partner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial reprints and eprints</strong></td>
<td>The easiest way to order copyright-compliant bulk reprints and ePrints. Get copyright-compliant reprints from publishers and societies from around the world, all cleared with the publishers by CCC. Group purchasing options let you consolidate orders across your organization for even greater savings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professional services for business</strong></td>
<td>Custom content solutions, data integration and knowledge graphs to extend the power of RightFind Suite. Accelerate digital transformation strategies with the industry experts at CCC. Optimize the management of content, data, and supporting workflows and improve the researcher’s experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher subscriptions through RightFind</strong></td>
<td>Annual subscriptions provide access to more than 7.9 million journal articles. Attain the latest thinking from active researchers, subject experts, and community leaders with access to full-text subscribed articles in the RightFind workflow. Available to organizations with under 500 full-time employees.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Why choose RightFind?

**Speed up innovation with faster content access** — RightFind searches across aggregated information and content sources including your subscriptions, Open Access sources and internal collections to get the right content and information to employees faster.

**Simplify copyright compliance** — RightFind works with your CCC Annual Copyright License to show exactly how you and your colleagues can share and reuse published material. Our rights management technology is the only source for direct, accurate information about your CCC text license rights.

**Make more informed purchases** — To help you track spending and content usage, RightFind gives you real-time analytics available at your convenience. See what published material employees use most so you can prioritize future content purchases.

---

**About CCC**
A pioneer in voluntary collective licensing, CCC advances copyright, accelerates knowledge, and powers innovation. With expertise in copyright, data quality, data analytics, and FAIR data implementations, CCC and its subsidiary RightsDirect collaborate with stakeholders on innovative solutions to harness the power of data and AI.

---

See RightFind in Action
Learn how RightFind content workflow solutions and services can help you increase efficiency, streamline employee workflow, strengthen your compliance program and optimize content spend.

U.S. organizations:
[@copyright.com/rightfind](https://copyright.com/rightfind)

Rest of the world:
[@rightsdirect.com/rightfind](https://rightsdirect.com/rightfind)